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Honourable W.L. Whalen
A Case Management Conference (CMC) was held by teleconference on August 30, 2016, at 2:00
P.M., Eastern Time (Ottawa).
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[1]

The Respondent reported that it had completed its document search, resulting in the

discovery of a further 225 documents that will be produced to the Claimant on or before August
31, 2016.

[2]

The Claimant reported that there was no further information on the completion of its

expert report, except that it cannot be completed until the expert has been able to review the
further documents being produced and the oral history evidence.

[3]

The Claimant indicated that it had identified the following potential elders who may

provide oral history: Margaret Gadwa; Irvine Francis Kehewin; Gabriel John; Victor David John;
Harvey Joseph Young Chief; Harold Watchmaker, and; Jobby Mistwas. The Claimant’s counsel
indicated that they were meeting with the elders in mid-September after which they would be
able to confirm who will testify and begin preparation of Will-Says. Progress will be reviewed at
the next CMC.

[4]

The Claimant indicated that it wished to have an oral history evidence hearing. The

Respondent pointed out that according to the Oral History Protocol filed, the Respondent has two
months from the date of delivery of the Will-Says to object to a proposed oral history witness’s
testimony. A date, time and place for an oral history evidence hearing will be discussed at the
next CMC.

[5]

The next CMC will be held by teleconference on December 7, 2016, at 1:00 P.M.

Eastern Time (Ottawa).

W.L. WHALEN
________________________________
Honourable W.L. Whalen
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